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ABSTRACT
Product Modularity refers to the hierarchical partitioning of products into their
constitutive components. This concept has been explored in manufacturing to ease
product design, simplify production, and to efficiently provide variety. Efforts have been
made to transfer this knowledge to the construction context (i.e. one-off products,
temporary supply chain, production taking place inside the product), especially to support
the latter goal: variety. Yet, it is argued that a re-conceptualization of building design and
production is required for the successful application of modularization. That is, materials
and components used to erect a building should be grouped (at least conceptually) as
families of modules and work (production tasks) has to be structured according to such
organization. This paper explores the synergies among Product Modularity, Tolerance
Management, and Visual Management to improve and ease the understanding of such reconceptualization in design and production. It also examines patterns from the theoretical
background of Design for Behaviour Change, and how these can be adapted to embed
information in modules and present tolerance data in design drawings.
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INTRODUCTION
Product Modularity is concerned with the partitioning (or hierarchical breakdown) of a
product into its constitutive modules (or chunks), namely, a set of one or more physical
parts. Modular architectures involve a one-to-one correspondence between functional
elements and physical parts comprising each module (Ulrich 1995). The interfaces are
loosely coupled (e.g. Sanchez and Mahoney 1996, Hofman et al. 2009), which implies
that modules can be mixed and matched to create distinct product variants. Bus, sectional,
and slot are some modular architecture types (Pine 1999; Ulrich 1995; Fixson 2005),
which vary in terms of interface types among connecting modules. In a bus architecture,
each family of modules, a set of modules that provide distinct levels for a given
requirement (Salvador et al. 2002), is connected to the main module (bus) via a different
interface (Ulrich 1995). Alternatively, in a sectional architecture, all modules are
connected via a single interface type (Ulrich 1995).
Modular architectures can be adopted for a number of reasons such as to ease design
and simplify production (Sako and Murray 1999; Baldwin and Clark 2003). Product
Modularity has also been proposed as a key strategy to provide product variety (or
customization) with efficiencies similar to mass production (Pine 1993; Da Silveira et al.
2001; Piller and Kumar 2006) and to minimize disruptions in the construction flow (e.g.
da Rocha and Kemmer 2013; 2015). This requires a building and its constitutive
components and/or materials to be conceived as modules from design and process
viewpoints (Da Rocha and Kemmer 2018). Indeed, a brick can be considered a module,
as proposed by Gosling et al. (2016), by directly applying the hierarchical breakdown
rationale. Yet, this provides limited benefits despite the fact that bricks are highly
modular: they are all connected via the same interface type (mortar) and can create an
infinite amount of combinations (Da Rocha and Kemmer 2018). Production benefits are
created when small parts such as bricks are grouped into large chunks (or modules).
Such aggregation can be (i) only conceptual or (ii) conceptual and physical. The
former refers to traditional construction and requires buildings to be conceived as
families of design modules and work to be structured with a one-to-one correspondence
with each family (Da Rocha and Kemmer 2018). The latter refers to pre-fabrication,
where building parts are added together off-site creating stable sub-assemblies, which are
only assembled on site. Japanese houses comprised of volumetric pods produced in
factories (Linner and Bock 2012), and pre-fabricated industrial structures and prison
building spaces (Falmer 2016; Evans and Johnston 2017) are prime examples. In either
case, buildings need to be re-conceptualized from design and process viewpoints (Da
Rocha and Kemmer 2018). Buildings should not be designed as an unconceivable large
number of small parts (where many parts actually change depending on the customisation
requirements) but rather as a manageable set of large chunks that can be mixed and
matched to meet all the customisation requirements. In addition, work should be
structured so that work packages will deliver the modules (a set of buildings parts) rather
than some indistinctive combinations of small parts (Da Rocha and Kemmer 2018).
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There are several challenges involved in bringing this re-conceptualization to practice.
Two of these can be summarized as follows: (i) How to communicate this new
understanding of buildings (as a set of modules) within and across design and production?
and (ii) How to ensure an appropriate connection among modules in design and
production?. This paper seeks to address these inter-related research questions by
reviewing and examining Tolerance Management and Visual Management and their
conceptual underpinnings. Based on this analysis, the synergies among these topics are
discussed and suggestions to further advance in the theoretical understanding and
practical application of Product Modularity in construction are presented.

LITERATURE REVIEW
VISUAL MANAGEMENT
Visual Management (VM) is a close range communication management strategy that
relies on the effectiveness of sensory stimuli; visual (Figure 1), auditory, tactile, olfactory,
and gustatory) to facilitate smooth and efficient production (Tezel et al. 2015, 2016). VM
systems are often divided into four: (i) visual indicators that only convey information, (ii)
visual signals that grab attention, (iii) visual controls that limit human action by imposing
some constraints and (iv) visual guarantees (poka-yokes) that guarantee the correct
outcome by either warning of or preventing human error (Galsworth 2005).

Figure 1: A crate of colored brackets and fixing connections of the off-site components of
an industrial plant, which match to the colored stickers positioned on the structural
components (circled above) during the construction process (Falmer 2016).
Poka-yokes are often used as complementary systems alongside statistical quality
control in manufacturing to achieve quality at source and the zero defect ideal in
production (Vinod et al. 2015). They have been classified as symbolic, functional, and
physical (Saurin et al. 2012). In the latter case (physical poka-yokes), the contact surfaces
of two modules are deliberately designed to allow only the correct assembly of modules
(Shimbun 1988).
In a slot architecture, the distinct interfaces design avoids incorrect assemblies.
Differently, a sectional architecture does not guaranty a correct assembly as all modules
are connected via the same interface type. In the latter case, additional information
(besides the geometry of interfaces) can be adopted to enable (albeit not guarantee) only
the appropriate combination among modules. This includes coding structures like patterns;
distinctive textures on the handles or human contact points of the module elements for
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tactile coding, colour-coded system (Figure 1), and basic alpha-numeric characters or
symbols.
TOLERANCE MANAGEMENT
There is no consensus about what Tolerance Management (TM) exactly is and what it
consists of. According to Milberg (2006), TM is about utilising various tools and methods
in order to (i) attain the highest conceivable quality and performance to deliver the
maximum value and (ii) to avoid any interruption of flow due to tolerance-related
problems to minimize the waste. TM includes planning to achieve the required accuracy,
incorporate tolerances in design, and control whether tolerance requirements have been
obtained. Tolerance problems can be defined as when two or more modules are
connected tolerance-wise but either they do not satisfy functional requirements or there is
a fit-up problem with them due to exceeded permissible variations.
Conventionally, tolerance risks are often mitigated by specifying stringent tolerances
for in situ parts (Milberg 2006), manufacturing products with tighter tolerances (Gibb
1999), and gaining better control of tolerances on site (Landin 2010). Yet, two main
parameters can lead to problems. First, tolerance can range from less than a millimetre for
off-site made parts to several millimetres for in situ parts (Ballast 2007). Second, the
dynamic loads applied during transport and lifts of modules produced off site (Lawson et
al. 2014), and structural movements due to different types of loads (Alexander 2014) can
result in tolerance problems in the interface between parts.
Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) is a symbolic language that
specifies the permitted variation in form, orientation, profile and location of features on a
module and represents the relationship between features in an assembly. Feature in this
context refers to either the size or the surface of a module (Krulikowski 2012). Milberg
and Tommelein (2005) propose a method called tolerance mapping which combines the
GD&T principles and graph theory to describe design intent regarding tolerances. Talebi
et al. (submitted) took the idea further and propose a system for tolerance specification
termed Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing in Construction (GD&TIC). GD&TIC
groups the geometric variations of a feature into four categories, geometric characteristics
and symbols (Table 2). Figure 2a shows the maximum permissible variations in size and
geometry of two modules. Figure 2b shows how the tolerance requirements on the
modules and between them can be specified using GD&TIC.
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Figure 2: (a) The maximum permissible variations in geometry of a two modules
(adapted from Lawson et al. 2014), and (b) application of GD&TIC for the modules

Table 1: Geometric Characteristic Symbols in GD&TIC (Talebi et al. 2018)
Type of Tolerance
Form: establishes the shape of a
surface.

Profile: is the outline of a part
feature and the True Profile is the
exact profile of part feature.
Orientation: describes the
relationship between features and
datums at particular angles.

Location: establishes the position
of the feature relative to a datum.

Geometric Characteristics
Straightness: it represents how straight a surface is on
a feature along a line
Flatness: it demonstrates the amount of deviation of
flatness that a surface is allowed to have
Flatness: it demonstrates the amount of deviation of
flatness that a surface is allowed to have

Symbol

Perpendicularity: It is a condition used to ensure that a
surface centreplane, or axis is exactly at a right angle
relative to a reference plane or axis.
Parallelism: it limits the amount of variation allowed
over an entire plane, from being parallel to the
reference plane
Position: It is the location tolerance of a feature
relative to its nominal position

RESEARCH METHOD
The research method adopted here involved three steps. First, the fundamental conceptual
underpinnings of each area examined (Product Modularity, Tolerance Management, and
Visual Management) were identified and understood. Second, the synergies among these
underpinnings were established and graphically illustrated in Figure 3, which is inspired
by the time, space, and information diagram for real manufacturing cells proposed by
Hyer and Brown (1999). Thirdly, the Design for Behaviour Change literature was
reviewed to identify design patterns to embed information either (i) in blueprints, 3D or
BIM models or (ii) in module design to bring the identified synergies to a next level,
which is detailed in Conclusions.

RESULTS
SYNERGIES ENCOUNTERED
VM provides a number of tools to improve the communication within and across design
and production regarding (Figure 3): (i) what are the modules and (ii) what modules are
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connected/combined to create the product variants to meet various customisation
requirements. The double arrows in Figure 1 show the iteration between (i) VM and PM
and (ii) VM and TM. Namely, once modules and their combinations become clear by
using visual tools, these can be re-defined, similarly to the problem-solution process in
design (Dorst and Cross 2001).
Differently, a two-way connection is established between PM and TM. PM provides
inputs to TM: it outlines the modules that are combined, which from a tolerance
viewpoint defines critical connections to be managed. This is relevant not only for
buildings comprised solely of large volumetric pods assembled on site but also buildings
erected by fabricating and/or assembling small building parts (pipes, bricks, cladding,
rebar, sink, etc) on site.
Complementarily, TM provides an input to PM: it clarifies the technicalities to be
considered in the connection between every two modules by using GD&TIC. In PM, such
connection is addressed under the interface notion and the terms loosely coupled (e.g.
Sanchez and Mahoney 1996, Hofman et al. 2009) or decoupled (e.g. Ulrich 1995; Doran
and Giannakis 2011) are often used. Yet, these are vague, providing limited
understanding for its application in construction. Namely, it is not clear how such terms
translate into building design and production requirements.
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Figure 3: Synergies among Product Modularity, Visual Management,
and Tolerance Management
EMBEDDING INFORMATION IN PRODUCT DESIGN
VM aims to create a visual workplace, in which process transparency, the communication
ability of process elements, is maintained at a high level (Greif, 1991). In many cases,
information is externally presented, particularly, by adding tools such as shadow boards,
information boards, A3s, graphs, charts, sketches, mascots, signs, sticky charts, and
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decisions trees. It can be internally conveyed by embedding information in the product
design (e.g. contact type poka-yoke devices such as the elevator not moving unless doors
are closed). However, there are in-between instances, where information is not externally
provided but is neither completely embedded in the product.
Considering the potential to embed information in product design (more specifically
here in modules design), Design for Behaviour Change (e.g. Lockton 2015; Lockton et al.
2010; Daae and Boks 2014; Tromp et al. 2011) including specific application such as
Design for Sustainable Behaviour (DfSB) (e.g. Lilley 2009; Wever et al. 2008), can
provide important insights. Lockton (2015) devised the Design with Intent (DwI) toolkit:
a deck of cards comprised of more than a hundred design patterns (organized in six
groups) to support behaviour change via product design. For the synergies considered
here, twelve patterns proposed by Lockton (2015) are particularly applicable and can be
adapted as follows: (i) colour association (use colour to indicate association among
elements); (ii) proximity and grouping (group elements to indicate similarity or joint
usage); (iii) similarity (make elements look similar to indicate they share characteristics);
(iv) (a)symmetry (use symmetry to make elements look related and asymmetry to show
difference); (v) implied sequence (organize elements to indicate the sequence to be
followed); (vi) possibility trees (provide a “ map” of routes or choice that can be made to
achieve different goals); (vii) matched affordances (design modules and interfaces so they
fit together only in the right way); (viii) interlocks (design modules and interfaces to be
combined only in the right way or sequence); (ix) task lock-in/out (design modules and
interfaces to support only the correct assembly); (x) feedback through form (design
modules and interfaces to give feedback or suggest cues for assembly); (xi) prominence
(exaggerate or make more obvious features of modules and interfaces that require
attention); and (xii) perceived affordances (design modules and interfaces to suggest or
constraint inappropriate assembly).

CONCLUSIONS
This paper examined the synergies among Tolerance Management, Visual Management,
and Product Modularity, particularly for the latter concept to be successfully applied in
construction. VM can support the definition of modular architectures during design (i.e.
what are the physical chunks comprising each module? what modules are mixed and
matched?) by using tools (e.g. A3s, information boards, etc) to ease the visualization and
understanding of modules and their combinations. Once the architecture has been defined,
VM can ensure only correct combinations (or assembly of modules) are made during
production.
TM sheds some light on an ill-defined albeit important conceptual underpinning of
Product Modularity: the interfaces among modules that are combined. By understanding
tolerance types (form, profile, orientation, and location), the technicalities of combining
every two modules (particularly when one is produced on site and the other off site)
become clear. Here, VM can ease the communication of tolerance requirements both in
design (determining the tolerance types and requirements for the interface between every
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two modules) and production (ensuring that the modules combined meet the defined
requirements).
Lastly, (i) embedding information in product design versus (ii) adding external
elements (e.g. signs, notices, charts, etc) to present such information are important
notions that emerged. The former is exemplified by poka-yokes, in which information is
not presented by a third element (e.g. a sign saying “Buck your seat belt prior driving”)
but embedded in the product design (e.g. a car which one can only start driving once the
seat belt is buckled). Information embedding, as already extensively reported in the pokayoke and VM literature (Galsworth, 2005; Saurin et al. 2012; Tezel et al. 2015), is a
means to ensure that only the desire action or behaviour happens. This can be directly
translated and applied to module assembly in production to ensure (i) only the
correct/allowed combinations among modules are performed and (ii) that the combination
(or interface) of every two modules meets the defined tolerance requirements.
Yet, embedding information (rather than adding third elements) can also be viewed as
a means to ease communication and to reduce cognitive effort. For example, embedding
tolerance information in the already existing elements (slabs, beams, doors, walls, etc)
presented in blueprints, 3D or BIM models rather than adding extra elements such as the
symbols for tolerance types (Table 1). Whether and how this can be done remain to be
investigated. The design patterns reviewed and adapted to construction (previous section)
provide a starting point. For example, the application of the colour association pattern
could lead to a colour-coding system to identify tolerance types, potentially leading to
less cognitive effort than learning a new symbology (Table 1).
As for the two questions presented in the introduction, the following conclusions can
be drawn. VM tools support a visual understanding of what are modules, easing the
communication within and across design and production. TM clarifies the technicalities
involved in the connection between every two modules (modules interface) in design, and
also sets requirements to be considered in production. Such information (involved in
design and production stages) can be (i) embedded in blue prints, 3D or BIM models, or
in the modules themselves, or (ii) presented by external elements.
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